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Abstract—This paper presents a low energy memory decoder
architecture for ultra-low-voltage systems containing multiple
voltage domains. Due to limitations in scalability of memory
supply voltages, these systems typically contain a core operating
at subthreshold voltages and memories operating at a higher
voltage. This difference in voltage provides a timing slack on the
memory path as the core supply is scaled. The paper analyzes the
feasibility and trade-offs in utilizing this timing slack to operate a
greater section of memory decoder circuitry at the lower supply.
A 256x16-bit SRAM interface has been designed in UMC 65nm
low-leakage process to evaluate the above technique with the core
and memory operating at 280 mV and 500 mV respectively. The
technique provides a reduction of up to 20% in energy/cycle of
the row decoder without any penalty in area and system-delay.
Index Terms—Ultra low power, memory interface design,
subthreshold, level shifter
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Fig. 1. Generic memory interface of a multi-voltage domain system with
level shifters placed before the memory macro.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
)*

Ultra-low power (ULP) circuits and systems have gained
extensive attention in recent literature, especially for energy
constrained applications such as bio-medical implants and autonomous sensors [1]. These operate at very low power/energy
levels as battery replacement is very expensive. An effective
way to achieve this power reduction is by employing voltage
scaling. ULP design thus translates to ultra-low voltage (ULV)
design where the supply is scaled to subthreshold voltages.
While conventional CMOS logic circuits have been demonstrated to function down to 180 mV and simple variations of
logic style allow operation down to 62 mV, memories have not
scaled proportionately. Although SRAMs that function down
to 200 mV have been reported [2], memories in general tend
to be operated at higher supply voltages compared to logic
circuits [3].
Figure 1 shows a typical system, similar to implementations
reported in [3] and [1], highlighting the memory interface
section of the design. It may be observed here that level
shifters are used to interface the core, operating at a lower
supply, with the memory that operates at a higher supply
voltage. These implementations place the level shifters before
the ﬂip-ﬂop (FF) present at the memory interface as shown in
the ﬁgure. However, memory macros contain logic circuitry
such as row decoders that can potentially be operated at lower
supplies similar to the core logic. Only the SRAM cells in
the memory macro require higher supply voltages to operate
reliably.
This paper evaluates an alternate memory interface architecture that enables lower energy/cycle by moving the level shifter
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Fig. 2. (a) Wilson current mirror based subthreshold level shifter [5]. (b)
Layout of 8T SRAM and level shifter of equal pitch.

into the memory macro. Although level shifters are commonly
placed next to the SRAM array [4], this paper evaluates the
feasibility, trade-offs and applicability of placing level shifters
at various stages along the decoder for ULV systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
explains the subthreshold level shifter used in our implementation, which is followed by a description of the memory interface architecture in section III. Section IV, then presents the
various row decoder architectural design options. Simulation
results are presented in section V, we then conclude in section
VI.
II. S UBTHRESHOLD TO A BOVE T HRESHOLD L EVEL
S HIFTER
Several level shifters capable of translating subthreshold
voltages to nominal level have been proposed in literature [6]
[5]. The Wilson current mirror based design proposed in [5]
employs a technique that lowers the contention between the
NMOS pull-down path and the PMOS pull-up path present in
conventional level shifters making it suitable for ULV designs.
The level shifters presented in [6] and [5] were designed,
and the Wilson current mirror based design [5] (Fig. 2) was
145
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chosen, as simulation results showed it to be superior to
that of Wooter’s design [6] in all performance metrics; delay,
leakage power and energy per transition. The design supports
a wide range of supplies with V DDLmin = 100mV and
V DDHmax = 1.2V , and the case when V DDL > V DDH
(with V DDLmax = 1.2V and V DDHmin = 300mV ).

Fig. 4.

Figure 1 shows the typical memory interface in modern
SoCs. A memory control unit (VDD CORE) generates the
inputs required by the memory such as address, chip-select,
read/write enable, and write-data, and reads back the data
returned from the memory. The memory block is typically
available as a macro and is operated at a higher voltage
(VDD MEM). Figure 3 shows the timing diagram of this
system. The system clock (CLK L) is given to the memory
after level-shifting (CLK H), which causes the memory inputs
to be latched with a delay equal to the level shifter delay
(tLS ) at time t2 as against t1 . However, the memory output is
latched at t3 using CLK L. Hence the cycle time, Tcycle , for
this system is given by:

Variation of FO4 delay and level shifter delay with VDD CORE.

Tcycle = tcq + tCL + tsetup

(3)

This implies that there is already some slack in the
memory path and this slack will increase further as the
core supply is reduced.
2) Case 2: If the cycle time was limited by the memory
before the supply is reduced i.e.
Tcycle = tM EM + tLS

(4)

Depending on the initial slack in logic path, as the
supply is scaled there exists a crossover point where
the logic path becomes critical and slack develops on
the memory path. With the crossover point given by

(1)

tcq + tCL + tsetup = tM EM + tLS

where tcq represents the Clk-to-Q delay of a ﬂop, tCL is
the delay in the combinational block labeled CL in Fig. 1
(tCL represents the critical logic path delay, which need not
be in the memory controller block), tsetup is the setup time
of a ﬂop, and tM EM is used to represent the delay in the
entire memory path (including any ﬂop setup and Clk-to-Q
delay). As the core supply is scaled, to meet demands of lower
power consumption, the delay of each pipeline stage scales
differently. The new cycle time is then given by:

= max(tcq + tCL + tsetup , tM EM + tLS )
Tcycle

0.5 0.55

is reduced. Depending on whether critical path was in memory, before scaling the supply, there are two possible design
scenarios.
1) Case 1: If logic path was critical before reducing the
supply i.e.

III. M EMORY I NTERFACE A RCHITECTURE

Tcycle = max(tcq + tCL + tsetup , tM EM + tLS )

0.3
0.4
Core Supply (in Volts)

(5)

Figure 4 shows that even for a 100 mV difference in
supplies (core at 0.45 V and memory at 0.55 V) the core
delay increases by 153% as compared to level shifter
delay, which increases by just 54%. Hence even if the
supply is scaled by a small amount and for reasonable
amounts of initial slack in logic path, the memory path
quickly becomes non-critical.
Thus as the supply is scaled, in either of the two cases, a
slack develops in the memory path. This slack may be utilized
to operate some sections of the memory at the lower voltage,
enabling a reduction in system power. In order to do so the
level shifter must be moved into the memory macro. The ﬁrst
step, in doing so, is to move the level shifter beyond the ﬂipﬂop. This causes the level shifter delay to be a part of the
memory access path. Thus the cycle time for this system is
the same as in Eqn. (1). Now that the level shifter has been
placed just before the memory (preceding the memory address
decoder or row decoder) without affecting the timing, we can

(2)

where the  represents the new (increased) delay corresponding
to the reduced core supply voltage. Note that the memory delay
has not changed as it continues to operate at the higher supply.
Figure 4 shows the variation of level shifter delay and 20
fan-out-four (FO4) inverter delay (typical gates per pipeline
stage in processors [1]), as the supply is scaled. It may be
seen that the combinational delay increases at a signiﬁcantly
faster rate compared to the level shifter delay as the supply
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Fig. 6. Typical memory interface leakage power break-up with all sections
of the memory operating at 550 mV.
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Fig. 5. Proposed Row-Decoder architecture showing various architectural
options for placement of level shifters.

push it further in as explained in the next section on row
decoder design.

LS1
LS2
LS3
Level Shifter position

LS4

Decoder leakage power in various level shifter positions.

at VDD CORE and the blocks following the level shifter
operate at VDD MEM. The next option is shown as LS3 in
the ﬁgure where the 32 level shifters are placed at the output
of predecode stage 2. The ﬁnal option is then to place the level
shifters just before the word-line drivers (LS4). The number of
level shifters required in each mode is also shown in the Fig.
5 and table I. An additional mode, denoted by LS0, is added
which is identical to LS1 but with the absence of the level
shifters. This mode is used to quantify the penalty incurred
by the use of level shifters.
As the level shifter is placed closer to the SRAM WL,
more blocks operate at a lower supply voltage. Hence we
would expect the delay to increase as we move from mode
LS1 towards mode LS4. The energy per transaction, on the
other hand, is expected to reduce as more blocks operate at
a lower supply and thus consume lower energy. However this
trend may be offset by the increase in number of level shifters
required as we move from LS1 to LS4. The leakage power
will also be affected similarly by the above factors. Another
interesting factor, adding to this, is the number of level shifters
switching, in each mode, for a given number of address-bits
transitioning. As the level shifters are moved closer to the
word-line, fewer of them switch for a given number of address
bit transitions. However, moving the level shifters closer to the
word-lines also causes an increase in area. The results of these
trade-offs are studied in next section.

IV. ROW D ECODER D ESIGN
The function of the row decoder is to decode the address
bits (typically 8-bit as explained in section V) into multiple
Word-line (WL) enables, one for each row of the SRAM array.
Figure 5 illustrates an 8-bit decoder with multiple stages of
pre-decoding. The address bits are decoded in 3 stages using 2
or 3-input AND (NAND + NOT) gates as shown in Fig. 5. All
NAND gates are only loaded by 1X (minimum sized) inverters
to minimize the effort of the higher fan-in gates (NAND). The
outputs of these gates are then buffered to drive their respective
load.
The options available for placing the level shifter at various
positions in the decoder are also shown in Fig. 5. Mode LS1
represents the case where the level shifters are placed in front
of the address decoder (following the ﬂip-ﬂops, as mentioned
in the previous section). All blocks of the decoder operate at
the higher supply (VDD MEM) in this mode (table I). This
is the supply at which memory runs. The next option would
be to place the level shifter at the output of predecode stage
1, denoted as LS2. In this mode the predecode stage 1 blocks
would be operating at the lower supply (VDD CORE) and
all other blocks will operate at VDD MEM. In general all
blocks from the input A[7:0] till the level shifters operate
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TABLE I
A RCHITECTURAL OPTIONS FOR PLACEMENT OF LEVEL SHIFTERS AT DIFFERENT STAGES ALONG THE
ROW DECODER

Mode

Predecode
stage 1

Buffer
stage 1

Predecode
stage 2

Buffer
stage 2

Final
decoder

Buffer
stage 3

No. of level
shifters

LS0
LS1
LS2
LS3
LS4

High
High
Low
Low
Low

High
High
High
Low
Low

High
High
High
Low
Low

High
High
High
High
Low

High
High
High
High
Low

High
High
High
High
High

0
8
16
32
256

45
40

180

Min activity
Max activity
Delay

(with the contribution of the level-shifters and the rest of the
decoder shown separately). As the level shifter is moved closer
to the WL the total leakage power remains almost constant
from mode LS1 through LS3. Mode LS4, on the other hand,
provides a 15.4% reduction in leakage power over LS1, thanks
to the large buffer stage 2 being operated at the lower supply.
Figure 8 plots the energy/cycle of the row decoder under
aforementioned conditions as the level shifter position is
varied, for extreme values in activity factor of the decoder. The
minimum activity occurs when only one address bit transitions
while the worst case activity is observed when all eight address
bits transition. Moving the level shifters closer to the WL
clearly offers energy beneﬁts with LS4 providing 35% to
55.2% decrease, and LS3 providing up to 17.3%, decrease
in energy/cycle over LS1. The ﬁgure also plots the increase in
delay of the decoder as level shifters are moved closer to the
WL. Comparing this with the Fig. 4 (at 0.28 V), shows that
the delay increase in combinational logic (195.1 ns) is greater
than the delay increase in decoder in mode LS4 (129.7 ns),
thus making all modes feasible.
The core voltage may be varied based on system performance requirements which affects the trade-offs in level shifter
placement. This was tested by varying VDD CORE from 550
mV down to 200 mV. For this entire range, it was noted that
the increase in delay of decoder (in mode LS4), as supply
is reduced, is less than the delay increase in combinational
path, thus making LS4 mode feasible over the entire range of
voltages.
Figure 9 shows the variation in absolute energy/cycle of
the decoder for modes LS1, LS3 and LS4 as VDD CORE
is varied, with VDD MEM held constant at 0.55 V. The
critical path delay is also plotted, in the ﬁgure, to show that
the system frequency decreases exponentially as the supply
is scaled down. Reducing the supply decreases the dynamic
energy/cycle while the leakage energy/cycle increases. This
implies that there exists an energy optimal point at which
the energy/cycle is minimum. This optimum point occurs at a
supply of approximately 300 mV for most processors [1] and
Fig. 9 shows that this is indeed the case for the decoder as well.
Mode LS4 causes both the dynamic and leakage energy/cycle
to reduce as more sections of the decoder operate a lower
voltage. This results in a reduction in total energy/cycle as
seen from the ﬁgure.
The savings obtained by moving to the architectures LS3
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Fig. 8. Decoder Energy/cycle in different level shifter positions for minimum
and maximum decoder activity and variation of decoder delay with level
shifter position.

V. I MPLEMENTATION AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
In order to demonstrate and evaluate the proposed technique, a 4 Kb SRAM (organized as 256 rows by 16 columns)
interface has been designed in UMC 65nm low-leakage
process. Larger SRAM arrays would generally use column
muxing and/or split word-line architecture to address a larger
memory space. Hence the analysis presented here is valid even
for larger memory sizes reported in [3] and [1].
The SRAM uses an 8T cell (layout in Fig. 2(b)) [7] that
contains two transistors for read-buffer in addition to the
conventional 6T cell. The memory operates at a ﬁxed voltage
of 0.55 V (VDD MEM) while the core voltage (VDD CORE)
is scaled down to a minimum of 0.2 V, similar to the design
presented in [3].
The break-up of leakage power in memory interface circuitry is shown in Fig. 6. The conﬁgurations explored in this
work only affect the row-decoder power, while the contribution
of other blocks remain almost unaffected and act as a static
offset to memory power as the modes are varied. We therefore
focus only on the row-decoder metrics in this section.
The design presented in [3] operates the memory at 0.55
V and logic, as low as 0.28 V. At these voltages the combinational logic determines the clock frequency to be 5 MHz.
Figure 7 shows the variation of the decoder leakage power
as the level shifter position is changed under these conditions
148
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into the memory macro and placing them close to the wordline drivers enables a reduction in energy/cycle of the rowdecoder. This is done by utilizing the slack in memory path
obtained by scaling down the core voltage. The technique
proposed is shown to be beneﬁcial irrespective of the timing
slack present in the core and memory paths before scaling
down the core supply. The proposed architecture of pushing
the level shifters after the predecoders provides up to 20%
reduction in energy/cycle of the row-decoder with negligible
area and system-delay overheads.

and LS4 are quantiﬁed in Fig. 10. The ﬁgure plots variation
in percentage savings in energy/cycle of LS4 and LS3 over
LS1, as the supply is varied. The results are shown for extreme
values of decoder activity. It may be seen that excepting the
particular case when both core and memory operate at 0.55
V and only a few address bits transition, mode LS4 always
enables reduction of energy/cycle with a maximum savings
of 57.4%. The savings are noted to peak in the 300 to 400
mV range (energy optimum VDD) due to the minima in
energy/cycle curve in this range.
Mode LS4 requires the level shifters layout to be designed
to match the SRAM array pitch, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The 256
level shifters in this mode cause the decoder area to increase by
41%. However in modes LS3, LS2 and LS1 the level shifters
are hidden under the long wires at the output of buffer stage 2
avoiding any increase in decoder area. Hence from a practical
perspective, LS3 offers a good trade-off with energy savings
of up to 20% (Fig. 10) and negligible area overhead.
The minimum energy perspective [1] recommends designing low activity blocks with higher threshold devices to reduce
leakage, but running them on a higher supply to maintain
performance. As activity in the decoder decreases as one approaches the ﬁnal WL drivers, LS3 offers a good compromise
of separating the higher activity predecoders from the low
activity but higher voltage WL drivers.
The only modiﬁcation required to implement mode LS3, is
to shift the buffer stage 2 to make space for the level shifters
and separate the power domains appropriately. Thus making
this technique amenable to implementation using memory
compilers.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The memory interface circuitry for a 256x16-bit SRAM has
been designed in UMC 65nm low-leakage process. The core
(logic) is operated at supply voltages ranging from nominal
down to the subthreshold regime while the memory operates
at a ﬁxed voltage of 550 mV. It has been demonstrated, for
a wide range of core voltages, that moving the level shifters
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